
1. Introduction 

It is said that a good defense is a good offense. Past few 
years, computer security scholars and community took this 
idea  into  consideration  and  developed  a  concept  of 
honeypot.  Traditionally,  the idea was more focused on the 
defensive side and they developed the powerful technologies 
and tools like Firewall and Intrusion Detection System (IDS) 
to defend the network from intruders. Today, they are more 
concerned in studying the types of attacks; the various tools 
used for attacking, the new kinds of virus and other security 
threats so that they can defend their system more securely. 
The idea  behind  the  honeypot  is  to  create  a  virtual  or  in 
some scenario a real system, put the system visible to the 
attackers  so  that  they  can  compromised  and  probe.  The 
system will keep track of the activities and later the logged 
information is analyzed to make sure the production services 
and network are secured with new threats.

Lance Spitzner defines honeypot technology as –

“A honeypot  is  security  resource  whose value  lies  in 
being probed, attacked, or compromised.”

Today, there are many commercial  honeypot systems 
available for e.g. Specter, KFSensor, Honeynet and there are 
also been lot of development in Open source area. This paper 
will look into more detail the Honeypot technology, the types 
of honeypot and the second half of the paper will look into 
the  commercial  product  –  KFSensor  and  the  open  source 
software  honeyd.  I  will  discuss  the  similarities  and 
differences between this software and will detail the features 
of honeyd.

There  are  two  categories  of  honeypots,  production 
honeypots  and  research  honeypots.  “The  purpose  of  a 
production  honeypot  is  to  help  mitigate  risk  in  an 
organization.  The  honeypot  adds  value  to  the  security 
measures  of  an  organization.  Think  of  them  as  'law 



enforcement', their job is to detect and deal with bad guys. 
Traditionally,  commercial  organizations  use  production 
honeypots to help protect their networks. The second type, 
research, is honeypots designed to gain information on the 
blackhat  community.  These  honeypots  do  not  add  direct 
value  to  a  specific  organization;  instead they  are  used  to 
research the threats  organizations  face and how to  better 
protect  against  those  threats.  Think  of  them  as  'counter-
intelligence', their job is to gain information on the bad guys. 
This  information  is  then  used  to  protect  against  those 
threats.  Traditionally,  commercial  organizations do not use 
research  honeypots.  Instead,  organizations  such  as 
universities,  government,  military,  or  security  research 
organizations use them.”

HoneyPots do not directly solve a certain problem. They 
allow the creator to find out how their system is trying to 
infiltrate and would allow them to set up means to prevent 
that  from happening.  Honeypots do not  prevent worms or 
viruses, but allow you to observe attack patterns.

“Honeypots  solve  a  major  problem  of  intrusion-
detection systems, which frequently flag innocuous network 
traffic  as  a  potential  attack.  These  "false  positives,"  as 
they're called, make the systems difficult to manage. They 
also create a "crying wolf" situation, in which genuine threats 
can be overlooked.”  

Honeypots intended use is for hackers. While they do 
not  target  them,  the  system allows  hackers  to  enter  into 
these honeypots and collect the data that the hackers are 
trying to find in the system.  The hackers are already out 
there probing thousands of websites every day.

“The Honeynet Project has been tracking the activities 
of the blackhat community and monitoring its behavior for a 
few years now. Beyond their usual involvement with viruses, 
hacking,  espionage  and  system  misuse,  the  group  has 



observed some new trends in the world of hackers, crackers 
and script kiddies.”

“One  disturbing  trend,  said  Sun's  Powell,  is  the 
increasing  number  of  sophisticated  cracker  groups  who 
compromise  computer  systems  specifically  for  illegal 
financial gain. Criminal hacking, he added, is becoming an 
organized crime.” 

1.1 Motivation

The Keywords of this project are Prevention,  Active and 
Distributed:

- Prevention: the system is able detects threats it does 
not know about, since it  monitors the targets of such 
attacks, and can tell when something is out of line. 

- Active:  instead  of  the  conventional  approach  of 
detecting threats  as  they  come  by  your  door, 
Prevention system can find a malicious web-page and 
report it before a user might attempt to access it.

- Distributed:  the  server  is  aided  by  an  external 
database that maintains a list of all the clients and all 
the  know  threats.  The  number  of  active  clients,  that 
function as individual honey-pot is limited only to the 
SQL-server limitations, and even if number of clients are 
hit and down, the system as whole still works and can 
recover itself.

1.2 Contribution 



This  paper  gives  an  in  depth  discussion  of  HoneyPot 
systems.  Including the different  steps it  takes to  set  up a 
HoneyPot  system.  And  a  study  of  different  exploits 
performed on a HoneyPot system.

This  paper  builds  upon the  work  of  Ryan  C.  Barnett, 
Monitoring  VMware  HoneyPots, where  he  discusses  the 
techniques used to build and monitor the VMware HoneyPot 
system.  In  Barnett’s  paper  he  discusses  method  of  using 
VMware  to  build  a  HoneyPot.  In  order  to  monitor  the 
HoneyPot system Barnett uses Xtail,  which is a utility that 
watches a file for increased size and displays the resulted 
changes. 

In addition to the research of Barnett, I studied VMware 
using  different  guest  OS,  namely  Gentoo,  Redhat  and 
Windows XP. From analyzing Xtail usage as a monitoring tool 
I saw that it is ineffective. Thus, I looked at different methods 
of monitoring VMware HoneyPot using Snort and TripWire. I 
also  recommend  ways  to  countermeasure  HoneyPot 
fingerprinting. I analyzed the effectiveness of using VMware 
to be a HoneyPot system. Unlike Barnett that used one test 
scenario,  WU-FTPD,  I  demonstrated  ten  different  test 
scenarios. 



1.3 What are Honeypots?

Honeypots are  a security resource whose value lies in 
being intruded or attacked.  They have multiple uses, such as 
prevention,  detection,  or  information  gathering.  Honeypots 
are not designed to solve a particular  problem.  They are 
used for detecting hackers, as well as encrypted attacks in 
IPv6 networks.  In general, honeypots act as decoys that lure 
hackers in.  There are many different types of honeypots, but 
there  are  two  main  categories:  low-interaction  and  high-
interaction.  Low-interaction honeypots are emulated, where 
as high-interaction honeypots are the real thing.  Honeypots 
are used by anyone that wants to protect themselves from 
hackers.

1.4 Honeypot Recommendations



Honeypots are a highly technological program system 
that guards your computer from intruders and lets you see 
how and what tools they are using to break in.  Our group 
has researched almost every aspect of honeypots and how 
they work.  For our group to fully understand honeypots we 
will  still  have  to  research  more  to  understand  the 
complexities and programming behind these honeypots.  We 
recommend that companies still keep upgrading and making 
newer  and  better  versions  and  honeypots.   Intruders  still 
keep getting better and breaking threw more walls,  so we 
need higher security in our companies and our homes. 

2. Physical and Virtual Machines   



2.1 Standalone Computers vs. Virtual Machines

HoneyPot  system  could  be  built  using  either  physical 
machines or virtual machines. A physical machine is a stand 
alone computer  solely  dedicated  to  perform as  a  HoneyPot 
system. A virtual machine is a simulated computer that runs 
on a host system. For this latter case, the HoneyPot system is 
built in the emulated environment. HoneyPot built on physical 
machines  or  virtual  machines  have  their  advantages  and 
disadvantages. 

The main advantage of a physical HoneyPot is that it is a 
real system, which is identical to an actual operational system. 
There are  three  major  disadvantages in  building  a  physical 
HoneyPot.  First,  the cost  is  high;  to  have a good HoneyPot 
system one  really  needs  to  have  multiple  OS  with  various 
configurations represented.  Also,  in  simulating a network of 
HoneyPots  (HoneyNet),  it  is  vital  to  have a  broad range of 
applications  and  services.  Therefore,  having  a  dedicated 
machine for each configuration is rather expensive. Second, 
waste  of  CPU  resources;  the  sole  purpose  of  building  a 
HoneyPot  is  to  “wait  for  attacks”  and  then  monitor  the 
intrusion, meaning no other useful work is preformed, thus the 
CPU is  in  an idle  state  most  of  the time.   Third,  it  is  time 
consuming to  set  up  and analyze  these  physical  machines. 
The administrator has to approach the different machines and 
manually configure and/or analyze them. 

There are several advantages of building a HoneyPot on 
a virtual machine. First, it is cheaper; to create a network of 
HoneyPots (HoneyNet), only one physical machine is required. 
Meaning  multiple  OS  with  different  configurations  can 
simultaneously  be  executed  under  a  single  host  machine. 
Second, better usage of CPU resources; in spite of the fact that 
there could be multiple virtual  machines running on a host 
that are waiting for attacks, the administrator could continue 
with his real work on the host machine aside from running the 
HoneyNet.  Meaning the CPU is  not in  an idle state like the 



physical HoneyPot machine. Third, easy to setup and easy to 
maintain; there is a centralize control for a virtual machine; all 
computers are built on the host machine so the administrator 
can  monitor  and  configure  the  different  HoneyPots  directly 
from the host. The administrator no longer has to manually go 
to  the  different  machines  in  order  to  configure  them.  Also 
since  all  of  these  HoneyPots  are  built  on  simulated 
environment  on the host  machine,  there is  only  one set  of 
hardware. The administrator doesn’t have to deal with figuring 
out how to install and configure different devices. In addition, 
the administrator does not need to reinstall an OS on a virtual 
machine  if  a  system is  compromised,  due  to  the  fact  that 
VMWare gives the administrator an option to take a snapshot 
of the current OS and then revert back to its original state. 

There are four disadvantages in building a HoneyPot on a 
virtual machine. First, there can only be a limited number of 
OS that can run on a host machine. The limitation is due to the 
lack of processor, memory and disk space that are available 
on the host machine. 

Second, since all virtual machines are built on the host 
machine, if there is a hardware or software failure in the host 
machine then the entire HoneyNet could be shut down. Third, 
it is possible for an attacker to fingerprint a virtual machine if 
countermeasures are not taken. Forth, there are limitations in 
using both VMware and UML as mentioned in the next section. 

2.2 Virtual Machines Comparison 

Virtual environments could be created through the use of 
different software. The software uses different techniques to 
construct their virtual environment. The virtual environments 
could  be  created  by  various  commercial  and  open  source 
applications.  This  section  will  discuss  three  of  these  virtual 
environments:  Xen, UML and VMware.  

Xen-  Xen  is a  special  OS  for  x86  that  creates  a  virtual 
environment to run multiple guest operating systems. It is an 



open  source  VM,  which  the  major  advantage  includes  high 
speed  over  UML  and  VMware.  Xen  architecture  allows  the 
support  of  multiple  operating system images with  very  low 
performance overhead as oppose to VMware and UML. This 
causes  a  disadvantage  since  in  order  to  achieve  this,  Xen 
requires that the guest OS be ported over to Xen architecture. 
Meaning one cannot install the guest OS directly using the OS 
distribution  CD.  The  process  of  porting  Linux  OS  to  Xen 
requires a large amount of   code patching to the kernel. Also, 
Xen is new to the community thus there is less documentation 
available which makes the process of building a HoneyPot a 
lot harder.  

UML- UML is an alteration to the Linux kernel to make it run 
as a program inside the main Linux system. In order for UML 
to interact with the hardware, it uses the host’s system call 
interface. 

VMware-  VMWare is a PC emulator that runs on Intel x86 - 
compatible  hardware.  It  is  designed  to  create  a  virtual 
environment to install a new guest OS on the existing host OS. 

UML vs. VMware

UML  is  open-source  software.  This  makes  UML  very 
flexible,  since  people  can  easily  patch  the  source  to  add 
additional  features  that  are  useful  when  it  is  used  as  a 
HoneyPot. Some of these features include: tty logging, hppfs, 
and  skas  mode.  To  mention  what  these  features  are:  Tty 
logging is the logging of traffic to the host, e.g. keystrokes. 
Hppfs  is  a  file  system  that  allows  entries  in  /proc  (this 
directory  contains  info  about  CPU,  drives,  Bios  etc)  to  be 
rewritten to make the UML look like a physical machine. Skas 
mode is a UML operation mode that creates address spaces 
identical to the host (Discussed later on). 

Unlike UML, VMware is commercial software. So there is 
customer support and other services support provided by the 



manufacturer.  VMware provides a point and click GUI  which 
makes it ideal for even a novice.

In UML the host and guest OS must be Linux, meaning 
Windows is  currently  not  supported.  This  is  a  disadvantage 
since  majority  of  OS  users  are  Windows  users,  thus  most 
exploits  are  found  in  Windows,  and  since  the  goal  of  a 
HoneyPot is to strengthen the security flaws, a windows OS is 
required.  Interestingly,  VMware  supports  both  Windows and 
Linux machines. This is important in an ideal network where 
different OS support is needed. 

The architecture of UML is  designed in a way that the 
code  can  be  ported  to  OS  running  on  different  platform. 
Meaning,  UML  is  not  restricted  to  Intel  x86-  compatible 
hardware, where VMWare supports only Intel x86 hardware.  

Today,  studies  are  done  to  effectively  build  HoneyPot 
systems  using  virtual  machines  such  as  UML and  VMWare. 
Both  UML  and  VMWare  are  virtual  machines  which  enable 
guest  operating systems to  run on top of  the host  system. 
Though these two machines have much in common, there are 
major differences between the two. 



3.  Introductions  to  Intrusion  Detection  and 
Prevention System

Intrusion Detection and Prevention systems are tools to 
help  determine if  a  computer  network or  server  has  been 
infected with an illegal activity.  It acts as an alert system 
much like a “Burglar alarm”.  The system alerts the operator 
of the computer with a warning of the abnormal activity and 
the  operator  “tags”  the  incident.   The  tag  is  sent  to  the 
Incident  Handling  team  for  further  investigation.   The 
Incident  Handling  team  is  like  a  team  of  forensic 
investigators that search out the event and detect where it 
came  from.   They  find  them  through  pattern-matching 
detection  and  statistical  anomaly  detection,  or  “Data 
Mining”. There are two general types of Intrusion Detection 
Systems.  The first  of  these systems being HIDS,  or  House 
Based  Intrusion  Detection  Systems,  which  detect  illegal 
intrusion  on  a  host  system,  and  NIDS,  or  Network  Based 
Intrusion Detection Systems, which detect illegal intrusion on 
network data flows .  

A  new  type  of  detection  is  the  IPS  or  Intrusion 
Prevention  System.   It  monitors  a  host  or  a  network  for 
malicious  activity  and  then  prevents  those  events  from 
occurring.   Other  detection  technologies  consist  of  the 



Layered  approach  which  incorporates  many  different 
detection and prevention devices for added protection.  The 
knowledge based and the behavioral based approaches are 
two very similar approaches; they tend to have the lowest 
false  alarm  rate  and  are  easily  handled  manually.  These 
approaches basically are updated with new vulnerabilities in 
a  network  or  server  and  they  can  immediately  detect  an 
abnormality; however they only work well if they are updated 
often.   Honeypots  are  a  product  of  Intrusion  Detection 
devices; they are decoy servers or systems, and they gather 
information about attackers to the network or server.

4. Honeypot Technology

4.1 Attackers

The main objective of the honeypot is to lure the bad 
guys  or  attackers.  So  this  section  discusses  the  types  of 
attackers and their motives. There are mainly two types of 
attackers:

• Script Kiddies

They are more like amateur, they don’t care the type of 
host or network they are compromising. They wanted to get 
into system for fun, or to prove that they are successfully in 
hacking  into  some  system  or  to  try  to  educate  the 
inadequacy  of  the  security  policy  in  placed  in  an 
organization. For some, their main goal is to hack computer 
with less effort using already existing scripts or with minor 
changes to  scripts.  They are more interested into hacking 
more number of computers. 



• Blackhat

These are more knowledgeable and more experienced 
with the internal working of various communication systems, 
the internet and they focus on system of high value. They 
are mostly  financially  driven and affect  the corporate and 
national  level.  They  are  more  dangerous  because  of  their 
skills level and they operate silently.

As  a  personal  home  computer  user,  we  have  a 
misapprehension that we are not vulnerable to attacks but 
we are wrong. “In the beginning of 2002, a home network 
was  scanned  on  average  by  31  systems  a  day.”  Today 
everyone is target of attackers, as they are exploiting various 
means to get into personal computers to get information like 
personal data, credit card information and in higher level for 
any business their data and system resources.

4.2 Honeypot

The main value of honeypot lies on being attacked so 
that the administrator can study their attackers and kinds of 
attacks. Therefore we could say that honeypot is a tool to 
study the current world of security, the various threats and 
means.  The  honeypot  alone  can’t  solve  or  improve  the 
security of the network. It has to work along with the existing 
defensive mechanism to making the fort stronger.

From the introduction, we know that the main objective 
of the honeypot is to collect information. The administrator 
might  use  honeypot  for  two  reasons  as  a  production  or 
research  purposes.  The  production  honeypot  will  measure 
their existing network vulnerability with outside threat. As a 
research, they want to study the attackers so that they can 
be better equipped for the future attacks. So why are there 
so many talks about the honeypot? The answer to this is: we 
have to know who our enemy is. If follows the saying again 
best defense to our security is to have best offense. More 



one is  aware of  the current  issues that  are going around, 
more one get experienced. The other aspect of the honey pot 
is we don’t have to go around hackers’ computer to look for 
the  information,  it’s  very  passive.  It’s  like  a  bee hive,  we 
setup a pot full of honey or sugar than bee will come looking 
for it. Similarly, we setup a system somewhere on a network, 
and wait for hackers to come and compromise our system.

4.3 Types of Honeypot

Depending upon the need of the organization and what 
the  amount  of  information  they  want  to  gather  from  the 
system, a company can implement honeypot in two forms:

Low Interaction and High Interaction Honeypot

1) Low Interaction Honeypot System

As the name indicates, we give outsider as much 
as less number of  activity  to  perform on the system. 
They  have  limited  number  of  access  and  interaction 
with the virtual services and operating system. It is very 
simple  to  implement  by  installing  off  the  shelves 
product  like  Specter  or  KFSensor  or  by  implementing 
open source product honeyd. It is less risky as hackers 
won’t have access to the main OS and only play around 
with the emulated services.

For e.g.

We setup an emulated FTP service to run on the 
port 21 and keep the system open on the network. The 
hackers will try to log into it. The system will record all 
the activities between two parties. We could set up our 
honeypot to accept some command to make the attack 
real. 

The disadvantage of the low interaction is that are 
limited  with  amount  of  information  we  can  capture, 



mostly the logging information and few other after that 
and we can only keep track of the activities that early 
exists.  The  existence  of  the  low  interaction  of  the 
honeypot is detected by experience hackers.

2) High Interaction Honeypot System

The main objective of this system to do full study 
of  the  attackers  so  instead  of  providing  emulated 
service, real system in provided to probe. We give the 
hackers  a  real  interaction  with  the  service  and  the 
operation system. We can collect more information and 
we  can  find  new  information  on  various  tools  and 
viruses.

“An excellent example of this is how a Honeynet 
captured  encoded back door commands on a non-
standard IP protocol (specifically IP protocol 11, Network 
Voice Protocol).”

Examples of high interaction honeypot systems 
are: Symantec Decoy Server and Honeynet.

5. HoneyPot Designs

For  this  project  I  chose  to  build  my  HoneyPot  using 
VMware. However for completeness I will discuss briefly about 
UML HoneyPot. In order to use UML on Windows XP, I installed 
UML on VMware.

http://www.honeynet.org/scans/scan22/


5.1 UML Design

The following is a possible method for testing a HoneyPot 
built  in  UML.  Remember,  UML  can  be  installed  only  under 
Linux OS.   Since my Host  OS is  Windows XP,  I  had to first 
install VMware, next install a guest OS and only then could I 
install UML. Note: Gentoo will act as a host OS for UML.  On 
UML I tested Debian and Redhat, which will operate as a guest 
OS.   

Figure 1: My UML HoneyPot design

5.2 Detecting UML Machine

Since UML is not built solely to be used as a HoneyPot 
machine,  but  rather  to  experiment  with  kernel  and buggy 
software,  it  is  possible  for  an  attacker  to  fingerprint  UML. 
Meaning there are ways that an attacker can distinguish UML 



from a real machine. Luckily there are techniques to counter 
against the different ways that an attacker can fingerprint a 
UML machine. In the following sections I will discuss about 
the methods that UML can be detected and some patches 
that could be used to disguised UML. This way an attacker is 
tricked into believing he is working with a real system. 

5.2.1 Proc

In UML, the various files in the /proc could be use to 
fingerprint  a  UML  machine.  Files  such  as  /proc/mounts, 
/proc/interruppts,  /proc/cpuinfo,  /proc/cmdline  and  /proc 
/devices contain information that is unique to UML. 

Below  is  a  printout  of  the  /proc/cpuinfo  file;  the 
vendor_id is User Mode Linux; model name is UML; and the 
mode is skas for this virtual machine. An attacker who looks 
at this will know that this is not a real system.

Figure 2: Proc CPU info

5.2.2 Bootlog and File System Information 

Bootlog contains list of files which are opened and used 
as the OS loads. The information could be found in 
/var/log/boot.log. In addition, information about various file 



systems (e.g. hard drives, partitioning) could fingerprint the 
machine; this could be found in the file /etc/fstab.   
Below is an output of a UML Bootlog file. 

Figure 3: UML Bootlog file

5.3 UML HoneyPot Features and Fingerprint 
Countermeasures 

Due  to  an  increase  in  interest  of  HoneyPot  design, 
several  features have been added to UML.  These features 
help make UML more useful as a HoneyPot machine. These 
features include skas mode and hppfs. 

  

5.3.1 Separate Kernel Address Space (Skas) Support

Using the default Tracing Thread (TT) mode an attacker 
can write to the UML kernel and gain access to the host. Skas 
addresses this problem. Skas is a patch that is applied to the 
host kernel to allow UML kernel and its processes to run on a 
separate address spaces. This feature makes the UML kernel 
data invisible to the processes. Due to the fact that the UML 



kernel  address  spaces  are  invisible  to  the  process,  the 
attacker cannot see nor write to the UML kernel data, and 
thus this resolves some fingerprinting and security problems. 
In addition to solving security and fingerprinting problems, 
Skas mode improves the performance of UML. It has been 
shown that the kernel build is almost twice as fast with Skas 
mode then with TT mode [9]. Also the host OS will show only 
four  processes  running  per  UML as  oppose to  a  dozen  or 
more. 

Figure 4: Host kernel Skas mode

5.3.2 HoneyPot proc file system (Hppfs) Support 

In addition to using Skas mode, the administrator needs 
Hppfs  support.  Hppfs  reads  the  proc  folder  in  the  UML 
working directory on the host OS. It loads this directory into 
the  UML  guest  OS  proc  directory.  And  thus  gives  the 
administrator the option to modify the /proc information in 
the  UML  machine  from  the  host,  making  the  HoneyPot 
machine appear as a real OS.  With this feature it is no longer 
possible for  an attacker  to  fingerprint  a  UML HoneyPot by 
looking at the /proc information. 



5.4 Monitoring Tool - Teletype (TTY) Logging 

TTY  Logging  allows  the  administrator  to  log  the 
keystrokes that the attacker uses while he gains access to 
the HoneyPot machine. This is especially useful when logging 
an SSH session where network packets are encrypted. Using 
traditional packets sniffer software, where an administrator 
can see only encrypted packets;  TTY logging captures  the 
keystrokes and saves them into a file on the host OS.  

 
To enable tty logging you must enable it in  Character 

DevicesEnable  tty  logging.  Doing  so  will  enable  UML  to 
capture all keystrokes in the virtual environment.  

Figure 5: UML tty logging



The example below shows the log file of the users’ 
keystrokes.

Figure 6: UML user keystrokes logging

5.5 VMware Design

For this paper I have chosen VMware as the software to 
create the virtual  environment.  Using VMware I  am able  to 
create a HoneyPot system under my target host OS, which is 
Windows XP.  Also  VMware  simplified  the  HoneyPot  creation 
process  with  its  GUI  and  features  such  as  Revirt.  Using 
VMware I am able to install both Windows and Linux machines 
as the guest OS.   

5.6 Host-Only HoneyPots Design

The  following  is  my  HoneyPot  design.  The  host  OS  is 
Windows XP Pro that runs VMWare. Three HoneyPot machines 
are  built  on  VMWare  as  Guest  OS;  RedHat,  Gentoo  and 
Windows XP pro. Each HoneyPot is configured with different 
static IP address. In addition, different services are installed on 
each guest OS. Intrusion Detections tools are installed on the 
host  OS,  which  include  Snort  and  Zone  Alarm Pro  firewall. 



Intrusion detection tool, TripWire, is installed on the guest OS, 
where the database files are saved on the host OS.   

Figure 7: Host-only HoneyPots Design

In VMware there are different network options: bridge, 
host-only and NAT. Bridge networking means that the virtual 
network is “bridged” to a physical network. Meaning, virtual 
machines using this network have their own IP address and 
appear  as  a  normal  computer  in  the  network.  Host-Only 
networking creates a private network between the host OS 
and the guests OS. However the guest OS cannot access the 
outside network. But this problem could be overcome using 
Windows Internet Connection Sharing. This option turns out 
to  be  an  ideal  method  for  setting  up  and  controlling  the 
HoneyPot network (discusses later).  NAT works similarly to 
host-only but provides the guest OS access to the external 
network. 



The Host-Only option is an ideal method for building a 
Honeynet since traffic from the guest OS must go through 
the  host  OS to  get  to  the  network.  This  way  firewall  and 
monitoring tools can easily be set up on the host OS.  

To allow the guest OS to access the internet, I need to 
install Internet Connection Sharing on the host OS. This way, 
the host OS will act as a default gateway and also provides 
the DHCP and Nat services for the guest. 

By default Windows (Host OS) will automatically create 
an IP for each guest machine using DHCP. But since I  am 
configuring  Windows  (Host  OS)  to  forward  packets  to  a 
specific  HoneyPot  machines’  IP  address,  I  do  not  want  to 
manually change the configuration each time the machines 
start up. The solution that I used was to assign a static IP 
address to each HoneyPot machine on the network.  

To allow an intruder from outside your private network 
to  access  the  Guest  OS,  I  need  to  forward  the  incoming 
network traffic from the Host OS to the Guest OS. With this 
setup, I am able to monitor intruders that attempt on gaining 
access to the HoneyPot machine.

 From the  way  IP  forwarding  is  designed  in  Internet 
Connection Sharing (ICS) one can forward a packet from a 
host to only one HoneyPot.  The reason is  that in order to 
forward  a  packet  to  a  HoneyPot,  the  administrator  must 
manually  assign  different  ports  to  different  HoneyPots  (IP 
addresses). For example, let assume that apache application 
which  uses  port  80  is  running  on  Gentoo  HoneyPot  and 
Windows web server which uses the same port is running on 
the Windows XP HoneyPot. If a packet with port 80 comes 
from the external network the host OS is not able to direct 
this  packet  to  multiple  HoneyPots  so  it  looks  at  the 
administrator setting in ICS to determine the forwarding IP 
address. In my case the packet is going to be forwarded to 
Gentoo HoneyPot.  



5.7 Firewall 

The next step is to set up a firewall for my HoneyPot. I 
want to set up my firewall so that I allow all incoming traffic 
but limit outgoing traffic from my HoneyPot. With this setup, I 
will lock the intruders inside my HoneyPot and prevent them 
from  using  my  HoneyPot  to  stage  attacks  against  other 
networks.  Also by controlling outgoing traffic  I  am able to 
protect the host OS from the intruders inside the HoneyPot 
system. 

Not all  firewalls give the user an easy way to control 
incoming and outgoing messages. The firewall provided by 
XP gives limited features.  Thus I  chose to use Zone Alarm 
Firewall. This software has the features I require in setting up 
my HoneyPot. Also Zone Alarm will log alerts, giving me an 
extra indication system aside from Snort and Tripwire.

5.8 Detecting VMware Machine

Despite the fact that VMware simulates an environment 
that closely resembles a physical system, there are various 
methods of detecting a VMware machine. Detection can be 
done via software tools, system bios, Mac address, devices 
and system information.  

5.8.1 VMware Tool Detection 

One method of detecting VMware is by looking at the 
software that is  installed on the   virtual  machine.  This is 
especially true when the user has installed VMware Tools on 
their  system. If  this  is  done,  a hacker  can detect  VMware 
tools by looking at the control panel in Windows or search for 
the VMware directory.  

5.8.2 System Detection 

An attacker can also check the computer system to see 
if  the  current  system  is  a  VMware  machine.  The  system 



information provides details that could fingerprint the system 
as a VMware machine. 

Getting  bios  information  in  Windows  XP  is  done  by 
selecting Start  Programs  Accessories  System Tools  
System Information.  In  the  System Summary for  example, 
System Manufacturer is VMware Inc and the System Model is 
VMware Virtual Platform. All of these information fingerprints 
the VMware machine. 

 

Figure 8: Registry info

5.8.3 Mac Address Detection 

Another  method  to  detect  a  VMware  machine  is  by 
looking at the MAC address.  VMware register three OUIs for 
the physical address. Two Mac addresses are automatically 
generated by VMware and the third Mac address could be set 
up manually by the user. The Guest OS is limited on having a 
Mac  address  of  00-0C-29-XX-XX-XX,  00-05-69-XX-XX-XX,  or 
00-50-56-XX-XX-XX.



In order to detect VMware MAC address in Windows XP, 
run command prompt and type in ipconfig /all. In the output 
printout, the physical address is the MAC address of the 
adapter.  In this example the Mac address of VMnet1 is 00-
50-56-C0-00-01. Note: this is the automatic Mac address 
created by VMware. 

Figure 9: Windows XP MAC address

The following screenshots are from Gentoo and Redhat 
respectively. In order to get the Mac address, one needs to 
type the command ifconfig –a.   In this case, Mac address of 
Gentoo  is  00:50:56:00:11:22  and  Redhat  Mac  address  is 
00:0c:29:36:63:60. 

Figure 10: Gentoo MAC address



Figure 11: Redhat MAC address

5.8.4 Devices Detection 

Sometime it is possible to detect a VMware machine by 
looking at the system devices.  Some of these devices are 
unique  to  VMware  machines.  This  is  so  because  VMware 
creates  virtual  devices  that  emulate  the  real  working 
hardware components.  Unlike in UML case where the guest 
system uses  the  function  call  of  the  host  OS to  access  a 
hardware device. 

Right click My Computer and select Properties, choose 
the  Hardware  tab  and  then  Device  Manager.  Under  Disk 
Drive you will see VMware Virtual IDE Hardware Drive. This 
disk  drive  can  be  used  by  the  attacker  to  fingerprint  the 
computer as a VMware machine.  

Figure 12: Device Manager

5.8.5 Computer System Detection 



Although this method only raises suspicion, an attacker 
could  look  at  the  computer  speed,  ram,  and  hard  drive 
space. Though an attacker might be wrong, a computer with 
a two gigahertz CPU, 80 megabytes of ram, and 4 gig hard 

drives isn’t a typical system. This is so because a typical 
computer  with  a  two  gigahertz  CPU  has  more  ram and a 
larger hard drive then a virtual HoneyPot machine. 

5.9 Countermeasures for VMware Fingerprinting 

As VMware HoneyPot machine becomes popular, people 
are  beginning  to  find  ways  to  counter  the  VMware 
fingerprinting. The following section discusses the different 
ways  an  administrator  can  prevent  an  attacker  from 
detecting the VMware machine. 

5.9.1 Script/Hex Editor 

Ultraedit  is  a  simple  hex  editor  that  is  used  to  edit 
VMware  binary  file,  vmware-vmx.exe.  Once  the  vmware-
vmx.exe  file  is  loaded;  the  administrator  can  search  for 
Virtual IDE Hard Drive, Virtual IDE CDROM, etc and change 
them to the name that is appropriate.



Figure 13: Hex Editor

This can also be done using scripts that are made to 
patch VMware. One such script can be found on the French 
HoneyNet Project web page. This Linux script gives the user 
an  option  to  change  the  name  of  the  IDE  devices,  SCSI 
devices,  Video  adapter,  and  the  I/O  backdoor  used  by 
VMware. http://honeynet.rstack.org/tools.php 
5.9.2 OS Configuration 

Properly  configuring  your  OS  could  help  prevent  the 
system from being fingerprinted. To overcome the VMware 
tools fingerprinting one should not install this feature in the 
guest machine when the guest OS is built to be a HoneyPot. 
Then one should properly configure the VMware to give each 
virtual machine enough RAM i.e. 128 MB RAM or above. This 
could be done through the VMware Virtual Machine Control 
Panel. Lastly, one should change VMware MAC address, else 
under  the  command  prompt,  when  an  attacker  uses  the 
command  ipconfig  /all  the  default  VMware Mac address  is 
displayed,  meaning  the  Mac  address  assigned  by  VMware 

http://honeynet.rstack.org/tools.php


starts  with  00-0C-29,  00-50-56  or  00-05-69.  Operating 
systems provide a way to change the MAC address.

In windows,  StartControl panelNetwork Connection 
 (right click on local connection)  Properties  Configures 
 Advance tab  Network Address and then type in the MAC 
address you want to change to.  

Figure 14: Changing MAC address in Windows XP

For Linux machine do the following commands:
ifconfig eth0 down hw ether 00:00:00:00:00:01
ifconfig eth0 up
6. Operationalization of HoneyPots

A honeypot is an internet-based server that acts as a 
decoy,  luring  potential  hackers  so  that  specialists  may 
monitor and study how system break-ins occur.  Honeypots 
are designed to  mimic  systems that  an intruder  might  be 
likely to break into, but limit the intruder from having access 
to an entire network.  These honeypots must be attractive 
and  appear  easy  to  break  into,  but  not  too  easy.   If  the 
honeypot is successful,  then the intruder will  have no idea 
that he or she is being monitored.



Most networks and servers are set up with configuration 
errors that are well known to hackers.  When constructing a 
honeypot,  the creator  must have a good understanding of 
which configuration errors exist in order to successfully catch 
a hacker.  As honeypot specialist Mathew Schwartz says, “If 
you want to break into a house, why spend time trying to pry 
open  the  front  door  if  the  back  door  is  wide  open?” 
Sometimes a security administrator purposely leaves a back 
door  open,  but  hides  a  trip  wire  behind  it.   This  usually 
causes the intruder to get caught or scared away before any 
large  amount  of  damage  can  occur.   Most  of  the  time, 
honeypots pull hackers into traps, but sometimes using them 
can be just as harmful as not using them at all.  Honeypots 
are very easy to build, so if an experienced hacker succeeds 
in cracking it then they could use it to launch other attacks.

Almost all  honeypots are installed inside a firewall  so 
that they are more easily controlled. As mentioned above, 
firewalls  in  a  honeypot  work  differently  than  in  a  normal 
firewall.  They are actually exact opposites of one another. 
Instead of putting restrictions on what comes into a system 
from the internet, the honeypot firewall allows all traffic to 
come in, but restricts what it sends back out.

By enticing a hacker into a system, honeypots serve 
many purposes.  Behind the scenes, the administrator can 
watch the hacker explore the website and see firsthand any 
system weaknesses.  Studying these activities can help them 
build and create more secure systems in the future and also 
redesign existing ones.  Honeypots are effective, but no 
system can catch every intrusion.  In no way should 
honeypots be considered the only defense in your security 
arsenal; they should be a handy tool but only a small part of 
a bigger security plan.  

A few key points to be remembered about the operation 
of honeypots: 



(1) They look and behave as if they are real. 
(2) They don’t disclose existence at any time. 
(3) They are partially disabled so hackers cannot take it 

over. 
(4) They contain firewalls that protect outbound traffic 

in the case one is taken over. 
(5) They live in a network that is untouched by normal 

traffic. 
(6) They sound silent alarms when traffic goes to or 

from it. 
(7) They begin logging all intruder activity the moment 

it first senses intrusion.

Figure 1:  Illustration of Decoy based Intrusion Detection

7. Information Capturing Mechanisms 



Capturing data on a system designed for compromise 
must be done in a fashion that allows for significant analysis 
of  activity,  yet  is  un-obtrusive  and  transparent  to  the 
individual(s) who are compromising the Honeypot. Data can 
be captured at  three distinct  points,  all  offering their  own 
benefits and drawbacks: 

 � Host-based:
 
0 Data  capture  on  the  compromised  host  allows  the 
greatest potential to log incoming and outgoing connections, 
commands entered on the host via the command line, and 
snapshots of running processes. Unfortunately, this method 
also presents the greatest risk. An intruder will often look for 
any logs and/or security tools, and attempt to disable them in 
order to conceal their  presence. This being the case, data 
capture could be halted or modified, thus tainting the results 
of our experiment. Examples of tools used to log activity on a 
Honeypot are the operating system’s system log (typically 
the first target of an intruder), any intrusion detection system 
with  packet  capture  ability,  such  as  Snort,  or  a  packet 
capture and analysis tool such as Ethereal,  both discussed 
below. 
1

 � Network-based:
2

0  A safer,  but  more  complex  solution  to  data  capture 
involves  the  Honeypot  clandestinely  logging  activity  and 
sending  it  to  a  remote  server  for  further  analysis.  This 
solution  allows  us  to  archive  the  data  collected  by  the 
Honeypot on a remote machine. We assume this server to be 
hardened against attack, as the intruder may notice a data 
stream leaving  the  Honeypot,  and  attempt  to  disable  the 
collection mechanism. Using tools such as Sebek1,  we can 
effectively hide a data capture service on the Honeypot, and 
collect data on a remote server via a UDP connection. Sebek 
records the activity of the intruder and covertly sends it to a 
gateway, server within the network, or server elsewhere on 
the internet. 



Sebek Homepage: http://project.honeynet.org/tools/sebek/ 



 � Router/Gateway-based:

 The final common method used for data collection is at 
the actual gateway, router or firewall level of the network. As 
a gateway moves all data between the hosts on a network 
and  the  internet,  we  have  the  opportunity  to  log  all 
connections  and  data  moving  from  the  internet  to  our 
Honeypot(s).  This  offers  a  slight  increase  in  risk  over  the 
Sebek solution described above, as a gateway is typically not 
hidden in a network, and itself becomes a target for attack. 
Additionally,  this is a more hardware intensive solution, as 
you require a server to act in a gateway role. Many small-
scale  or  home  gateways  do  not  offer  significant  logging 
capabilities, and cannot be used in this role. 

Without robust data-capture techniques, the validity of 
information  gathered  from  the  host  machines  is  greatly 
reduced.  One  of  the  main  goals  of  defensive  information 
warfare is to understand your opponent – the capture and 
analysis of this data is the method with which we begin to 
accomplish this.
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8. Information Analysis Mechanisms 

Honeypots  are  extremely  effective  at  containing  and 
capturing blackhat activity. The true potential of a Honeypot 
is  unfulfilled  unless  this  data  is  turned  into  useful 
information. A process for capturing the data and converting 
it into the tools, tactics, and motives of blackhats must be in 
place. This  process  is  called  data  analysis.  During  our 
Honeypot trials we have found that this process to the most 
challenging and time consuming part of our project. In the 
next  few  paragraphs  I  am  going  to  review  some  of  the 
successful methods and techniques that we used and other 
practitioners over the years. 

8.1 Firewall Logs
 

Firewalls can be useful in analyzing the incoming and 
outgoing  connections  from  your  Honeypot.  Any  network 
traffic going in and coming out of your Honeypot should be 
labeled  as  suspicious  or  malicious  in  nature.  However  the 
logged  traffic  from  your  firewall  can  be  tedious  to  parse 
through and gather intelligence from. Depending upon the 
type  of Know  Your  Enemy  “Revealing  The  Security  Tools, 
Tactics, and Motives of the Blackhat Community” firewall you 
may be using for your Honeypot project, some firewalls allow 
the functionality  of  sending alerts  via  email  on predefined 
suspicious  connections  from  your  firewall,  which  can 
decrease the amount of data you have to parse through and 
make your life easier. For example you may configure your 
firewall  to  send an alert  when your  Honeypot attempts to 
establish an outbound FTP connection. As we know this kind 
of  signature  outbound connection  is  often  associated  with 
the case that the Honeypot has been compromised and the 
attacker is now trying to establish an outbound connection.

 
8.2 IDS Analysis 
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Intrusion Detection Systems like Snort provides its users 
with basic sources of information and also depending upon 
the console you are using with your IDS it has the capability 
grouping similar types of alerts, types of network traffic, and 
grouping events in chronological order or even characterizing 
a group of events as unique alerts. 
The three basic sources of information an IDS provides it user 
are  the  following:  IDS  alerts  when  suspicious  activity  has 
been triggered by a signature, captures packets of the stored 
suspicious activity and finally Snort logs ASCII sessions or the 
ASCII data detected in the packet payload. For our Honeypot 
trials these three sources of information proved to be useful 
and were stored on our data capture/store machine. This was 
accomplished by configuring the data store machine to log 
any  suspicious  activity  coming  in  or  going  out  of  the 
Honeypot. An important note when analyzing the information 
provided from the Snort logs is to also compare the Snort 
logs against the firewall logs to add layers of confidence from 
any conclusions being made from the logs. In our case we 
compared our Snort logs to the logs from our router to gain 
intelligence on time of possible backdoor attacks or time of 
compromise  of  the  Honeypot.  Generally  when an  attacker 
compromised our Honeypot,  the attacker tried to establish 
an outbound connection which was easily noticed. 

A useful tool that can be used to capture IRC traffic is a 
tool  called  privmsg.pl.  Max Vision developed this  tool  that 
quickly and efficiently extracts critical information from IRC 
chat sessions. IRC or Internet Relay Chat is often used for 
hackers to communicate between one another during their 
attempts  to  compromise  machines,  therefore  you  should 
seriously  think  about  trying  to  log  any  IRC traffic  that  be 
coming in or out of your Honeypot.  Although we were not 
fortunate enough to log any kind of IRC traffic it is still  an 
important piece for better understanding attacker’s motives 
and next moves. 

8.3 System Logs 
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All system activity on your Honeypot is logged locally to 
a syslog file depending upon the types of Operating Systems 
you  may  choose  to  use  for  your  Honeypot.  Systems  like 
UNIX,  versions  of  Microsoft  Windows,  and  a  few  other 
Operating Systems have the capability of logging all system 
activity  on  the  local  machine  remotely  from  another 
machine.  This capability is  very useful  when trying to find 
how an attacker gained access to your Honeypot, where the 
attack was coming from, types of system activity that may 
be  suspicious  such  as  reboots,  services  being  stopped  or 
started, and accounts being disabled or created. Also since 
this  system  activity  is  being  logged  remotely  we  can 
compare  the  syslogs  of  the  Honeypot  against  the  remote 
server to discover if the attacker may of deleted or modified 
the syslog file on the local Honeypot machine. Also as I said 
above the information we gather from the syslog can be used 
to  compare  against  other  logged  information  from  our 
Firewall and IDS.
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9. Deployment Procedures
 

Deploying  a  physical  Honeypot  can  be  very  time 
intensive and expensive as different operating systems may 
require  specialized  hardware.  Additionally,  every  Honeypot 
requires its own physical system and numerous configuration 
settings. Below are some generalized steps used to deploy a 
basic  Honeypot.  These  steps  are  specific  to  the  authors’ 
situations - they are based on our experiences and the types 
network devices, tools and software applications available for 
our research. 

9.1 Select Hardware for the Host 

The  first  step  for  deploying  a  Honeypot  is  finding  a 
machine  that  you  are  willing  to  sacrifice  for  the  cause of 
being exploited, hacked and potentially purged of all  data. 
This can be any computer capable of running the software 
for data capture and control. 

9.2 Operating System Installation 

The second step includes either making the necessary 
modifications to the current Operating System or performing 
a  clean  installation  of  a  base  operating  system  onto  the 
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machine. A clean installation of your target operating system 
offers  the  best  method  of  controlling  what  vulnerabilities 
exist in the soon to be deployed host. 

 � if  you  decide  to  keep  the  current  operating  system 
settings you should be aware of the dangers of someone 
exploiting this machine while it is configured as a Honeypot 
and  released  into  the  wild.  For  example:  sensitive 
information about you or someone else may be stored on 
the machine - this information may be corrupted, deleted, 
or  stolen  during  its  lifetime  as  a  Honeypot.  If  you  have 
chosen to keep the current operating system configuration 
you may want to perform additional configurations to the 
machine in order to attract malicious traffic. Some common 
procedures  to  make  your  Honeypot  more  attractive  and 
susceptible  include  opening  known  vulnerable  ports, 
starting  known  vulnerable  services,  creating  network 
shared  drives,  using  weak  passwords  and  usernames  (if 
any!), and disable antivirus or firewall software. 
 � If you decide to perform a disk wipe (format) and clean 

installation  of  the  operating  system  your  flexibility  and 
range of options increase for the Honeypot. You won’t have 
to worry about the disclosure of any sensitive information 
previously stored on the host’s hard drive that the attacker 
may disclose if he or she gains access. If you decide to go 
down this path then some of the common tools you may 
need include the following: a common disk wipe utility such 
as WIPE, boot disk to create partitions and repartition your 
wiped hard drive, operating system installation disks, and 
any other software or applications you prefer to put on the 
machine. Keep in mind additional software packages may 
include vulnerabilities useful to a potential intruder. 

9.3 Network Architecture 

Step  three  involves  determining  strategic  network 
architecture  designed  to  capture,  log,  and  prevent 
unauthorized access to other machines on your LAN, as well 
as capture data to analyze. You want to strategically place 
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and connect your network devices so that there are defined 
areas of your network where intruder traffic is expected and 
where intruder traffic is not allowed. You can accomplish this 
by configuring network devices involved (such as firewalls, 
intrusion  detection  systems,  other  local  machines,  cable 
modems  or  DSL,  and  the  data  capture  host).  Next  we 
examine a sample setup used in common honeypots. Given 
below are two sample network architecture setups we used 
in are Honeypot trials. 

10. KFSensor

KFSensor serves both as the honeypot and an intrusion 
detection  system.  It  is  windows  based  software  with  a 
graphical user interface monitoring system. The KFSensor is 
a  low  interaction  honeypot  which  emulates  preconfigured 
services  and  also  programmable  services.  The  software 
keeps track of all the communication between the server and 
the  outside  party.  The  detailed  features  and  installation 
procedure for this software are explained in my first paper.

“KFSensor Honeypot and Intrusion Detection System”. 
Please refer to the paper for detail explanation. In this I will 
present  some  features,  functionalities  and  test  for 
comparison.
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The  main  component  of  the  KFSensor  it  KFSensor 
server, which listen to all the configured service on both the 
TCP and UDP ports. The main point of contact for attacker is 
a server and it runs as a UNIX daemon. The monitor has a 
GUI  part  that  displays  the  all  the  activities  and  all  the 
configuring KFSensor is very easy as it has GUI and simple 
wizard  to  help  in  the  process.  The  most  important  is 
configuring  the  scenarios.  Scenarios  consist  of  list  of 
currently  running  services  on  various  ports  known  as 
“Listen”. Each listen on scenario can be edited and can add a 
new one. 

The  basic  setup  is  providing  the  port  number,  the 
protocol  used,  the binding IP address the action to take if 
activity is detected on the listening port and rule can also be 
set. Other important setup is the Sim Server which stands for 
simulated server. By this the KFSensor can simulated popular 
web,  FTP,  SSH  server.  We  could  choose  form  the  pre 
configured server like Apache, IIS or some other FTP server 
or we could make one using banners. The software can also 
be configured to take care of the DOS attack, all the logged 
data can be imported in different format and the logged files 
can be directly saved into the database.
Some of the other features are:

1) The GUI and easy wizard makes it simple and its really 
flexible. Can handle simple echo to other servers.

2) We can customize multiple scenarios based on our test.
3) Can listen to both TCP and UDP port
4) Use of banner for programmable server.
5) HTTP and SMTP
6) The events alerts and database compatibility.
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11. Honeyd

Honeyd is low interaction; freely available, open source 
prepackaged virtual  honeypot  solution.   The software  was 
developed  by  Niels  Provos  of  the  University  of  Michigan. 
Since  it  is  an  Open  source,  the  program  is  constantly 
developing  and  evolving  with  new  features  and 
functionalities from contributors from all around. The source 
codes are available for download and customize with one’s 
requirement such as designing the own emulated services. 
The low interaction classification of  honeyd will  only  allow 
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emulating the services and doesn’t allow attacker to interact 
with  the  operating  system  of  the  honeypot.  Similar  to 
KFSensor the services can be ran into any TCP port. The main 
objective of the both software is to lure the attacker, deceive 
and also capture their activity.

Honeyd  is  a  daemon  application  which  enables  the 
setup of multiple virtual honeypots on a single machine. The 
main  important  difference  with  the  KFSensor  is  that, 
personality  feature.  This  feature or  configuration will  allow 
configuring the each production honeypot with a personality 
of OS IP stack and it binds a script to the emulated port to 
visualize  the  service.  The  honeyd  also  allow  emulating 
complex network architecture and their characteristics. 

11.1 Product Detail

Software: honeyd
Version: honeyd 0.8
License: open source
Download site: http://honeyd.org
OS: Windows, Linux, Unix – Solaris

11.2 Installation

There are other  libraries and packages that  need to be 
downloaded:

1) ARPD

Download the arpd-0.1.tar.gz 
http://www.citi.umich.edu/u/provos/honeyd/arpd-

0.1.tar.gz

2) Libraries Dependencies

- Libevent-0.8a.tar.gz
- Libpcap-0.8.3.tar.gz
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Basic Installation:

One has to log in with the root user.  Create a folder 
called /honeyd-packages

Extract and install libevent and lipcap
Extract the packages libevent:
# tar -zvxf  libevent-0.8a.tar.gz

Compile the libevent:

#  cd  libevent-0.8a  (Note:  pwd  is  /honeyd_packages/ 
libevent-0.8a)
#. /configure
# make
# make install

Similarly we can extract other files and the system is 
ready for testing. Before that I will explain how the honeyd 
works.

11.3 Some major differences between KFSensor

Honeyd  was  originally  designed  for  Unix  system  but 
today honey is capable of running in most version of linux 
distribution  and  recently  it  was  ported  to  windows 
environment too.

KFSensor  is  only  designed  for  Windows.  Honeyd  is 
primarily designed as a production lower level honeypot so to 
give  the attacker  the  elusion of  real  system it  has  added 
powerful feature than KFSensor. The software is very flexible 
and robust. 

- One  of  the  main  different  between  honeyd  and 
KFSensor is that: KFSensor uses the computer IP as the main 
KFSensor  server.  So  when  the  host  is  probed  the  IP  the 
attacker gets is that of the real system running the server. In 
other hand, honeyd uses one of the unused IP in the network 
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and basically  create a  virtual  host  with  honeypot  running. 
Past  few  years,  honeyd  has  been  tested  of  using  almost 
60,000 IP  at  one time.  Basically,  honeyd monitors  a  large 
number of host and network that doesn’t even exist.1

- The honeyd only can listen to TCP port as compare to 
KFSensor listen to both TCP and UDP port.

- One of the main feature of the honeyd is it emulates the 
various  operation  system.  Currently  honeyd  is 
capable of emulating almost 437 different OS, router, 
switches.  The  detail  of  this  design  is  described  in 
sections below. The honeyd make use of the Nmap 
fingerprinting for this process. IN other words it also 
emulates the IP stack so that when utilities like nmap 
is used to scan the host, the honeyd will respond will 
configure OS.

-
KFSensor  is  not  capable  of  emulating  and  limited  to  only 
creating various services.

 - Since the software is open source, most of the scholars 
in the community contribute to the development and making 
the  software  and  better  with  emulated  services.  As  the 
software evolve in years to come honeyd’s ability to detect 
and capture attacks will exponentially grow.

- Its free of charge while KFSensor cost some money.

1
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11.4 How does Honeyd works

         

As  most  of  the  low  interaction  honeypot,  when 
connection is made on one of the TCP port the interaction 
with service is captured. Honeyd make use of the not used IP 
address on the network. The main components of honey are:

I. Configuration file

The configuration file is where we define the personality 
of the OS or the router and define the various TCP where 
we define the virtual services. As said before in one config 
file we can configure any number of OS and router with 
different  services.  Below  is  the  example  of  the 
configuration file.

# Example of a simple host template and its binding
annotate "AIX 4.0 - 4.2" fragment old
create template
set template personality "AIX 4.0 - 4.2"
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add template tcp port 80 open
add template tcp port 22 open
add template tcp port 23 open 
set template default tcp action reset
bind 192.168.1.80 template

The top level we have to create a system any OS or, a 
router.  So  we start  with  create command followed by  the 
name of  the system.  In  the  example,  above we have the 
system named template. It is followed by the set of “set” and 
“add”  command  to  add  the  various  services.  After  the 
system is named we have to set what kind of personality the 
system is – here is set to AIX 4.0 – 4.0. It is important that 
the system fingerprinting should map with that of the details 
in  nmap.print.  This is the main configuration that fools the 
nmap  when  honeypot  is  scanned  using  the  nmap  utility. 
Series of tcp port connection is added after the personality is 
created. Above we have opened port 80, 22, 23. As regular 
tcp connection we could open, closed or reset the port.

At bind the name of the system that is template with the IP 
address that is not used by the real system in the network.

II. The  nmap  fingerprinting  files  nmap.print  and 
xprobe2

Honeyd  uses  nmap  fingerprinting  files  to  create  the 
network  stack  behavior  of  a  virtual  honeypot.  The 
fingerprinting are similar to one below:

Fingerprint IRIX 6.5.15m on SGI O2
TSeq(Class=TD%gcd=<104%SI=<1AE%IPID=I%TS=2HZ)
T1(DF=N%W=EF2A%ACK=S++%Flags=AS
%Ops=MNWNNTNNM)
T2(Resp=Y%DF=N%W=0%ACK=S%Flags=AR%Ops=)
T3(Resp=Y%DF=N%W=EF2A%ACK=O%Flags=A%Ops=NNT)
T4(DF=N%W=0%ACK=O%Flags=R%Ops=)
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T5(DF=N%W=0%ACK=S++%Flags=AR%Ops=)
T6(DF=N%W=0%ACK=O%Flags=R%Ops=)
T7(DF=N%W=0%ACK=S%Flags=AR%Ops=)
PU(Resp=N

The file data above gives the detail  initial  connection 
procedure of particular system. The values are used for the 
initial  three  way  handshake  making  the  connection.  The 
detail  of  the  implementation  of  the  fingerprinting  can  be 
found in the abstract by the Niels Provos, can be found in 
http://niels.xtdnet.nl/papers/honeyd-eabstract.pdf

III. Scripts for running the services.

To run the service, one has to program the perl script to 
simulate the ftp or other services. The package come with 
the  5  –  6  different  kinds  of  scripts  and  others  can  be 
downloaded form the site for free as its open source.

11.5 Running Honeyd

Honeyd is assigned an IP address that is not used by 
any system on the network. Therefore attackers are probing 
the  system that  doesn’t  exist  and  it  is  assumed  that  the 
attack is usually hostile,  most like the scan or attack. The 
main concern now is that how do we redirect the traffic to 
the system that doesn’t even exist. We can’t configure the 
honeyd  to  do  that  but  we  have  to  get  the  traffic  to  the 
honeyd. There are various ways one can implement that. 

For the test purposed I used the ARP spoofing, but one 
can also configure the router to have a static routing where 
the IP of the host running a honeyd should point to the IP of a 
virtual honeypot.
Arpd is software developed by the Dog Song, what it does is 
that  it  finds  the  no  existing  system  on  the  network  and 
forwards any connection to them to honeypot, this principle 
is  called ARP spoofing.  Other way to forward the traffic  is 
using ARP proxy.
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10.6 Testing with honeyd

Testing  for  FTP  and  HTTP  server  were  conducted  is 
compared with KFSensor

The  honeypot  was  setup  with  a  configuration  that 
opened the port 21 and ran the FTP script downloaded from 
the internet. 
The honeyd was run in Linux Fedora box since we didn’t have 
to  use  any  router  configuration  for  traffic  forwarding.  The 
arpd utility fulfilled the purpose of it. The router used was. 
DLINK – 4 ports for DSL/Cable. The IP subnet 192.168.0.0/24

The IP address of the host is 192.168.1.122 and the IP 
address of the virtual honeypot is 192.168.0.121.
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12. Honeynet

A  Honeynet  takes  the  concept  of  the  honeypot  to  a 
higher level where an entire network is the mimicked and 
sacrificial resource, however that network does not physically 
exist  and  its  existence  is  only  on  a  virtual  level.  The 
Honeynet is comprised of multiple honeypots, configured to 
resemble a complete and functioning network. The individual 
honeypots may be on multiple  computers or  they may all 
reside in virtual processors on a single machine. The idea is if 
a single honeypot makes an enticing target then a complete 
vulnerable network makes an even more enticing one. Once 
again, however there is no real or useful information on this 
network.

The  Honeynet  is  a  network  of  real  systems.  This 
network is reachable thru the gateway, and is inline with the 
rest of the network.
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Since  our  basic  honey  trap  is  a  crawler,  by  using  a 
honey net, we can use several indexing servers, and make 
the system more secure. A keep-alive mechanism might also 
by apply to make the system more immune to threats.

Because of the unique nature of the IPS, there is no real 
need for the system to be inline with the source at risk, since 
on a large scale many clients can work to find threats, and 
naïve users around the world will  check that the site they 
want to go to is safe 

Client

The client in our IPS system acts as a honeypot.  The 
bounty he offers is itself, by using real Internet Explorer. This 
is  integration  between  a  honeypot  and  a  crawler.  The 
dispatching  module  of  the  client  searches  a  dictionary 
module for a word inside a google query, or a URL. It than 
travel to that URL using the IE and wait for the IE to signal 
the  page has been fully  loaded.  Once the page has been 
loaded,  the  dispatcher  runs  a  self  diagnosis  according  to 
what was configured before it was started. The report is sent 
to the remote server using Remoting mechanism.
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Server

The  server  in  our  IPS  system  serves  as  an 
administration layer which logs the events and supply control 
over the clients. The purpose of the server is, at the end of 
the day, when the security expert wishes to see what has the 
IPS system achieved,  he can generate a  report  of  today’s 
activity, reset the DB if needed, and if hew sees a jammed 
client, he can turn it off. The server logs the event he gets on 
a remote SQL server, and when asked to report the events to 
the security expert, he does that in HTML format. The server 
has no limit for the amount of clients it can support, and this 
is determined by the power of the platform it is run upon. As 
will be described later on, a future task for such a server can 
be to synchronize the search of the client crawlers in order to 
achieve a better coverage of the web.
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Deployment

The system in it current form can support many ways 
deployment. One aspect refers to the topology, and another 
refers to when and where will the client be run from.

The topology issue is discussed later on, but in general, 
it is possible to put the clients in line, or outside the resource 
at risk network.

As for the when and where there are some options:

• dedicated farm

A network  administrator  might  want  to  use  a  rack 
mounted group of PCs for the task of a honeypot. The 
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advantage of such a method is that no real resources 
are at risk, and controlling the network is fairly easy. 

• idle time

A network administrator might want to use his users 
farm  for  the  task.  If  the  farm  is  being  used  for 
example by students, then during the night, the farm 
should  be quite  empty,  and the  computers  can be 
used in this idle time for this task. This is also correct 
in  case  of  operation  mode like  screen saver.  After 
some time when a PC is not touched, it can start run 
the  client  task  and  report  to  the  server.  The 
advantage of this method is that no extra resources 
are used, but the downside is that real PC that should 
serve the users is exposed.

• Application

Today  the  client  is  an  application  with  a  GUI,  and 
controlled by a user who operated the computer. This 
method is very easy is configure and friendly, but will 
not work in large scale deployment.

• Service

Modifying the system to work as a service which can 
be  triggered  and  configured  by  a  remote  server, 
while  not  so  user  friendly,  give  a  system 
administrator  better  tools  to  manage  large  scale 
deployments, and should be considered as a future 
work.

Configurations of honeynets have the following categories:

 GenI, first generation of honeynets initially developed in 
1999.  They  were  simple  and primitive  honeynets  but 
effective  in  detecting  automated  activity  such  as 
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worms, script kiddies, among others. The deployments 
of  these  types  of  honeynets  are  outdated  and  not 
recommended except as a teaching tool.

 GenII  are  then  second  generation  of  honeynets 
developed in 2002 as such are more advance, attempt 
to be simpler to deploy, harder to detect and safer to 
maintain. Since these are more advanced and complex 
systems they can capture behavior of more advanced 
attack  methods,  utilize  advance  data  capture,  and 
control methods.

 Virtual honeynets, designed to be simpler to deploy and 
run  from  a  single  a  system.  These  systems  use  the 
virtual processor capability of either VMWare ™ or User-
mode Linux. This is an extension of either GenI or GenII 
Honeynets and either type may be used.

 Distributed honeynets are multiple honeynets deployed 
across large networks or the internet that communicate 
information between nodes. These honeynets are useful 
in  early  warning  and  prediction,  trend  analysis,  or 
capturing  new  attack  tools  or  worms  (The  Honeynet 
Project, p.45).

Proactive roles in network defenses

As  honeypots  and  honeynets  have  developed,  they 
have found an ever-increasing role in the fight to protect and 
preserve  sensitive  corporate  data.  One of  the  reasons  we 
know as much about how an attack works is from the ability 
of  these systems to  detect  and record attack information. 
Some of the roles honeypots and honeynets have played in 
this fight include:
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 Fighting  spam by  mimicking  an  email  server  with  an 
SMTP open relay port 25, when a spammer finds this 
type of relay is it like finding a pot of gold. However, 
when it is on an undetected honeypot or Honeynet, the 
spam content delivered to the mimicked e-mail server, 
while  documenting  the  source  and  destination  of  the 
spam, and leaving the spam undelivered. By using the 
documented attempts, a spammer can be located and 
prosecuted with the evidence collected.

 When the honeypot or Honeynet detect an automated 
attack, which could be from a worm, a port scan, or a 
script kiddy the system is able to deploy a number of 
TCP/IP tricks to put the attacker in a holding pattern. 
While  this  holding  pattern  is  slowing  the  attacker, 
identification is  easier,  the  current  attack is  in  check 
and documented, and all evidence is preserved.

 These  systems  are  also  helpful  in  detecting  and 
stopping  Denial  of  Service  Attacks,  since  all  traffic 
directed at  the system is  malicious,  combing through 
the  capture  data  is  simpler  and  does  not  need 
separated out..  The critical  information about ongoing 
attacks  is  easier  to  find  allowing  the  IT  staff  to 
implement a fix, which could be as simple as blocking 
an open port, or putting an egress filter on a router to 
filter  out or  block the packets from the attacker.  The 
advantage can reduce the amount of time needed to 
respond and counter an attack.

 Honeypots  and  Honeynets  work  well  with  Network 
Intrusion  Detection  Systems  (NDIS)  or  Intrusion 
Detection  Systems  (IDS)  since  any  traffic  on  the 
Honeynet  or  honeypot  is  hostile,  any  alarm that  the 
NDIS or IDS starts and is targeted towards the honeypot 
or Honeynet is a legitimate attack and not a false alarm. 
This reduces the time and labor an IT staff will spend on 
tracing and deciphering alarms.
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 The biggest benefit of the Honeynet or honeypot is the 
ability to detect, identify, and document new forms of 
attack.  This  is  a  problem  with  all  of  the  new  tools 
constantly  developed and released on the Internet  to 
aid attacks. Newer attacks are now able to spread and 
either  disable  or  infect  systems  before  methods  to 
counter the attack can be developed. The large amount 
of detailed documentation saved by these systems aid 
in  the  ability  to  recognize  a  new  attack.  The 
documented  activity  is  also  insightful  in  to  how  the 
attack works and how to stop an ongoing attack.

Legal issues

There are a number of legal concerns facing the use of 
these devices and since there is no case law regarding their 
use the waters are somewhat uncharted. Some of the issues 
raised will be:

 The  first  issues  raised  deal  with  fourth  amendment 
rights  to  reasonable  privacy  along  with  search  and 
seizure concerns. Unless the system deployment is for 
the government, the statutes on search and seizure will 
not apply. Careful deployment will insure no monitoring 
of communications for legitimate users on the network 
and  avoid  the  privacy  issues.  With  the  Honeynet  or 
honeypot  properly  installed,  there  should  be  no  such 
traffic  and  an  intruder  loses  this  right  of  reasonable 
privacy. 

 Entrapment  is  a  null  issue  unless  the  system 
deployment is by or for the government is not involved 
in  the  running  of  the  honeypot  or  Honeynet.  If  the 
system is government run there is a fine line between 
enticement and entrapment and the utmost care needs 
to be exercised in the configuration and use.
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 There may be issues with this system in relation to The 
Wiretap  Act  if  the  system  being  deployed  is  high-
interaction and captures not only the IP addresses and 
port calls, but captures content as well. Depending on 
how the  system is  configured  The  Provide  Protection 
Exception  which  allows  “an  electronic  communication 
service provider to intercept communications to protect 
provider’s  rights  or  property”  (The  Honeynet  Project) 
may be applied successfully as a defense. If the system 
is  deployed  by  ‘the  government  the  use  of  “the 
computer trespasser” exception’ (The Honeynet Project, 
p229). This is an untested argument in the courts and 
may prove invalid as an argument. Regardless of who 
owns  and  deploy  the  system  there  are  concerns 
regarding  the  interaction  with  this  statute  and 
consultation  with  knowledgeable  legal  counsel 
regarding configuration and deployment?

 The Pen Register, Trace and Trap Device Statute (see 
copy  of  statute  in  appendix  p41)  place  prohibitions 
concerning the acquisition of no content information of 
a communication except under limited exceptions. The 
capture  of  such  information  as  routing  information, 
source  and  destination  IP  address,  port  numbers 
accessed,  and email  address  violate  this  statute.  The 
exceptions follow the exception of the Wiretap Act and 
if the system falls under the exceptions for the Wiretap 
Act the same exception can be used for this statute as 
well (The Honeynet Project, p237).

 Once a system becomes live, it will likely be attacked at 
some point in time. When this type of event occurs, the 
system will in effect become the scene of a crime. The 
establishment of a relationship before this event may 
be invaluable  in  dealing  with  this  type of  event.  The 
agencies could be on the federal,  state or  even local 
level. In the event of a criminal action on your honeynet 
or honeypot, law enforcement can bring in specific aid 
to  preserve  evidence  that  may  play  a  part  in 
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prosecution of the attacker(s). Care must be taken here, 
if you work to closely with law enforcement the courts 
may rule that you are a government agent which will 
then make the fourth amendment applicable.

 Liability  if  your  honeypot  or  honeynet  is  used  in 
attacking  other  systems  is  also  a  concern.  Once  an 
attack  is  detected,  you  must  take  steps  to  prevent 
further  damage.  One  of  these  steps  should  include 
calling  in  local  law  enforcement,  another  step  in 
stopping the attack maybe by applying an egress filter 
on the outgoing router.  If  systems belonging to other 
parties are involved, consider notifying them, they could 
be  unaware  of  the  attack.  This  could  be  from  an 
upstream  attack  on  your  system  or  your  system 
participating in a downstream attack.
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13.  Advantages  and  Disadvantages  of 
Honeypots and Honeynet

Honeypots have the following advantages:

 Collect only small data sets documenting the traffic and 
attacks only directed at the honeypot, this reduces the 
amount of information that needs filtering or sifting to 
document an attack.

 Reduces false positives when deployed in concert with 
either an IDS or an NIDS, which reduces wasted effort, 
this  happens when.  If  there is,  traffic  directed at  the 
honeypot,  linking  the  nefarious  traffic  with  illegal 
activity.

 Catches  false  negatives  by  pointing out  that  there  is 
traffic  being directed at  the honeypot  that  should  be 
looked  at  closer,  the  idea  of  the  traffic  alone  is 
suspicious  since  there  is  not  a  legitimate  reason  for 
traffic either in or out of this device.

 Captures  encrypted  activity  since  encryption  is 
unreadable except at the source and destination where 
the keys are stored.

 Highly  flexible  in  both  deployment  and  mode,  a 
honeypot  can actually  be in  a  virtual  processor  on a 
production server or an old retired computer that does 
not have enough power and resources to be effective in 
a production environment in any other capacity.
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 Uses a minimal amount of time and resources since is 
not a true server and once the configuration is set only 
needs to be monitored and not constantly tuned to peak 
performance. Since the honeypot may be installed and 
deployed on retired equipment that no longer perform 
at  a  high  enough  level  to  be  useful  in  a  production 
environment  hardware  cost  are  minimized.  Most 
honeypots actually run under the Linux OS or VMWare 
™, which requires fewer resources and a less powerful 
computer.

Honeypots also have the following disadvantages

 Have a limited field of view since they only see what is 
going on with the network from the narrow perspective 
of  the  traffic  on  the  honeypot  and  should  work  in 
conjunction with other tools to provide an IT staff with a 
bigger picture of the stasis of the network.

 Risks connected with the use of this type of defense are 
possible liabilities and personal privacy issues. 

Honeynet have the following advantages.

 A  Honeynet  has  highest  interaction  of  any  other 
honeypot  solution  allowing  capture  of  greater  attack 
detail for later study or prosecution. An example of this 
is the “ Honeynet Project was able to collect information 
on an automated credit  card fraud happening among 
the underground”

 A Honeynet collects extensive amounts of  attack and 
intrusion  data  for  analysis  and  storage  in  a  secure 
central location.
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 Evolving  tools  are  becoming  available  to  aid  in  a 
comprehensive analysis. Such tools will reduce analysis 
time and improve automated alerting.

Honeynet also have the following disadvantages

 These  powerful  Honeynet  are  extremely  complex  to 
setup in a manner that to capture information without 
the attacker’s knowledge.

 Additional risks that an attacker could use this exploited 
network  to  gain  additional  information  on  your 
production environment.

 May  be  used  to  attack  or  harm  other  systems  and 
individuals

 
 The risk of detection, once detected, a honeynet then it 

is of no further use.
14. HoneyPot Implementation 

Over  the  past  two years  there has  been tremendous 
growth in the technologies of honeypots.  However, as with 
any  new  technology,  there  are  still  many  challenges  and 
problems that have not been addressed and fixed.  With the 
ability to identify the problems in the beginning stage of this 
product, technicians can help to make this product a stronger 
technology for the future.  

Although honeypots  are an essential  new technology, 
few  people  realize  the  risks  and  issues  involved  with  the 
implementation of  honeypots.   Though honeypots can add 
value,  the  time  and  resources  involved  may  be  better 
focused on bigger issues.  How to use this tool depends on 
what goal the user is trying to achieve.  When determining 
the issues related to honeypot implementation, first the true 
definition of a honeypot’s function must be understood.  “A 
honeypot  may  be  a  system  that  merely  emulates  other 
systems or applications, or it may be a standard built system. 
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Regardless of how the system is built and used, its value lies 
in the fact that it is attacked.”   
 

Honeypots  can  introduce  risk  to  an  environment. 
Different  honeypots  have  different  levels  of  risk.  Some 
introduce very little risk, while others give the attacker entire 
platforms  from  which  to  launch  new  attacks.  “Risk  is 
variable,  depending  on  how  one  builds  and  deploys  the 
honeypot”.  The more a honeypot can do and the more an 
attacker can do to a honeypot, the more information can be 
obtained from it. However, the more an attacker can do to 
the honeypot,  the more potential  damage an attacker can 
do.  “For example, a low interaction honeypot would be one 
that is easy to install  and simply emulates a few services. 
Attackers can simply scan, and potentially connect to several 
ports. Here the information is limited (mainly who connected 
to what ports when) however there is little that the attacker 
can exploit. On the other extreme would be high interaction 
honeypots.  These would be the actual  systems. Users can 
then  learn  much  more,  as  there  is  an  actual  operating 
system for  the  attacker  to  compromise  and  interact  with, 
however  there  is  also  a  far  greater  level  of  risk,  as  the 
attacker  has  an  actual  operating  system  to  work  with”. 
Neither solution is a better honeypot. It all depends on what 
the  user  is  attempting  to  achieve.  Honeypots  are  not  a 
solution.  Instead,  they are a tool  to help the user prevent 
major network problems. Their value depends on what the 
user’s goal is, from early warning and detection to research.

  There  are  many ways  to  use  and build  honeypots. 
“Most honeypots are set up as default systems, that is, there 
is  not  customization  of  scripts  that  define  the  honeypot”. 
These  will  definitely  attract  attackers,  but  the  lessons 
learned may be limited.  The more an attacker probes and/or 
connects to a honeypot, the greater the damage they can do, 
and  consequently  the  more  information  can  be  collected. 
Low interaction honeypots have an easy installation but have 
a limited amount of information that can be acquired from 
the attacker.  
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High interaction honeypots,  those that attract a great 
deal  of  attention  from attackers,  are  extremely  risky,  but 
much more information can be obtained.  There are multiple 
honeypot  solutions  and  installations.   It  depends  on  the 
amount  of  risk  a  user  wants  to  take,  and  the  amount  of 
information the user wants to acquire from the attacker.

Honeypots  are  vital  for  most  companies.   Also,  most 
private households own computers, which are also connected 
to  the internet.   The honeypot can provide protection not 
only for  corporate America,  but  also for  the average daily 
home user.   Many home users argue that they do not have 
sensitive  information  on  their  home  computer,  but  this  is 
seen as just an excuse for lack of security.

“Honeypots tend to mirror the production network of a 
company  in  order  to  expose  current  vulnerabilities  of  the 
network.   The  more  the  honeypot  looks  like  the  real 
organization,  the  more  realistic  the  environment”. 
Honeypots are mainly used by large companies with large 
computer networks who already have a firewall in place.  The 
majority of demand for honeypots is coming from overseas 
corporations.  The  most  success  with  honeypot  systems 
comes from the government and the military that practice 
the “art of deception”.

For  small  organizations  or  home  users  installation  is 
easy.   It  is  nothing more  than installing  a  honeypot  on  a 
single  computer  and placing  it  on  a  local  network.  But  in 
organizations with hundreds of networks and thousands of 
computers, this is much more difficult.  “How can honeypots 
be easily deployed and managed in such large, distributed 
environments?  One  approach  is  that  they  don't.  Instead, 
protection can be provided by simply consolidating all of the 
company’s honeypots in a single honeypot farm.  Then they 
wait and let the bad guys come to them”
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Opinions  differ  widely  about  the  use  of  honeypots. 
Those who are "pro-honeypot" argue that a honeypot can be 
a low-overhead and effective deterrent. Others suggest that 
a  well-conceived  (and  possibly  more  labor-  or  resource 
intensive) honeypot may placate an attacker. “For example, 
if the attacker’s intent was to install a Trojan horse program, 
you’ve given him what he’s wanted by allowing him to install 
the  Trojan  in  your  honeypot”  “In  this  scenario,  blocking 
outbound traffic from the deception host is a necessary part 
of your containment strategy; you don’t want your deception 
host playing a role in another attack” .

15. HoneyPot Risks

Organizations and businesses have a strong market for 
honeypots.   They  are  important  because  they  create 
somewhat of a trap for hackers to fall prey to.  Companies 
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can place information in these honeypots in order to draw 
attackers and learn information about who these people are 
in  order  to  stop  this  from  happening  to  important  data. 
Honeypots  are  supposed  to  reduce  the  risks  of  using  the 
internet for databases; however risk can never completely go 
away.   These  honeypots  are  designed  to  protect,  using 
methods  of  detection,  prevention,  and  reaction.   As  said 
though, risk is not eliminated completely and with honeypots 
come future risks.  Some risks are small while others can be 
extremely dangerous.  Honeypots subject a site to increased 
attacks because the attacker only learns new methods and 
information to continue with bigger and better force.  These 
varied risks are the reason honeypots are not in full effect. 
In order for a honeypot to be successful it has to be put into 
play  alongside  another  form  of  security  system.   It  is 
extremely  important  to  understand that  honeypots  do not 
replace any security system.  

Mentioned above is the method of using honeypots in a 
tactful  manner  to  go  about  each  site  with  a  mentality  of 
prevention,  detection,  and  reaction.   Now,  the  risk  of  a 
honeypot  is  that  it  is  in  no  way  preventative.   It  is  an 
attraction to these criminals, hackers, and other information-
jacking  people.   Think  of  a  honeypot  as  literally  a  pot  of 
honey  and a  hacker  as  a  hungry  bumble  bee;  the  bee is 
definitely going to be attracted to the honeypot.  Another risk 
is this deception of putting up a honeypot could cause one to 
be  less  focused  on  getting  their  actual  network  secured, 
therefore easier  for  these hackers to just  continue on and 
exploit  everything in the specific organization, not just the 
honeypot.   Automated  tools,  such  as  worms,  are  another 
huge concern about using a honeypot as a security system. 
These  automated  ways  of  hacking  can  not  be  stopped or 
fooled by honeypots; they will just as quickly get everything 
from every source possible in any given organization.  This 
means  the  stronger,  more  complex  security  system 
protecting your actual system the better.  Getting all of these 
hackers into your trap can then be good to move forward in 
detecting  who  they  are,  what  they  want,  and  how  to  go 
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about securing your system against them.  However, you can 
also  run  the  risk  of  false  cases,  or  too  many  dead  end 
tracings.  Spitzner uses the phrase “boy who cried wolf” to 
symbolize  the  true  issue  of  this  because  system 
administrators  get  so  used  to  inboxes  being  full  of  false 
positives,  or  the  dead  end  information,  that  they  start  to 
ignore  the  messages,  running  risk  of  nothing  ever  being 
accomplished,  confirmed,  or  any  attackers  being  stopped. 
Once this risk is realized, it can be eliminated with the next 
steps.  There are also false negatives where the system fails 
to detect actual attacks.  These false negatives and positives 
are  similar,  both  causing  no  catch  or  progress  in  the 
detection and deferring of a real attacker.  

Honeynets  are  the  most  extreme  form  of  risk  for 
honeypots.  A Honeynet is an advanced research honeypot 
allowing  the  most  access  and  information  from  a  port. 
Attackers can virtually attack a Honeynet and gain access to 
all desired networks and network data.  The value of these 
Honeynet, if the risk is accepted and then set aside, is that 
they can allow one to learn the most about an attack, their 
form  of  communication,  methods  of  attack,  which  can 
eventually help to eliminate their ability to hack into these 
systems.   A  company  that  uses  the  Honeynet  must  be 
prepared to sacrifice whatever they have in order to learn all 
of this information.  A huge factor is if these Honeynet are 
used, one must ensure that it does not enable an attacker to 
attack more sites with the use of the Honeynet. 

 Honeynets are a unique security device that enable the 
general  public  to  research  and  use  production  on  the 
internet, while feeling all of there information is secure.  The 
internet is an all accessible, free roaming source for anything 
you could ever imagine and anything you want to access. 
Risks related to the use of the net, and knowing hackers are 
out  there,  but  now  criminals  are  hacking  too,  including 
identity theft, fraud, and extortion.  Honeynets are designed 
to help the public gain knowledge about the infinite risks of 
the  using  the  web,  in  addition  to  creating  a  comfortable, 
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safe, and secure place free of charge to anyone who wants it. 
The  biggest  problem  people  fail  to  acknowledge  about 
putting valuable information on the web, is mass users are 
the targets.  

Now,  a  question  has  raised  the  question  if  these 
honeypots  run  the  risk  of  entrapment,  or  the  law 
enforcement catching people that meant no harm or had no 
intention of causing crime, but have found themselves in this 
situation.  However, if a honeypot is actually analyzed and 
one  takes  the  time  to  attack  the  honeypot,  they  have 
intentionally  performed  this  attack  and  deserve  whatever 
punishment  is  to  come.   Honeypots  and  honeynets  are 
designed to lure attackers, hackers, and criminals into their 
network in order to allow others to find more about them, 
hoping to catch or stop these attacks, and safe the valuable 
portion of their real networks.  In this case, the general public 
who has no intent of fraudulent acts or hacking into others 
businesses, it is not likely an innocent man will be caught in 
entrapment.  This risk can then be assumed not applicable to 
this subject, allowing the public to feel confident that the use 
of  honeypots  for  security  purposes  will  only  lead  them to 
attackers who had a negative intent.  
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16. Conclusion

Honeypots can be valuable resources, especially in the 
fight against intruders and the tools they are using to break 
into your computer.  A honeypot is an internet-based server 
that  acts  as  a  decoy,  luring  potential  attackers  so  that 
administrators can monitor and study how the system break-
ins occur.  This helps companies and organizations learn how 
hackers  get  into  their  systems  so  they  can  prevent  such 
occurrences in the future.  Honeypots are relatively simple to 
create  and  use  and  can  be  installed  on  any  computer, 
although they are more prevalent in larger systems than in 
home  computers.   There  are  many  different  types  of 
HoneyPots that a person or organization can choose from to 
protect their privacy.  Overall honeypots are an effective tool 
for detecting hackers and shutting them down before they 
can do any major damage to a system.
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